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ABSTRACT

In this work, we present ChildSafe, a classification system which exploits human skeletal features collected using a 3D depth camera to classify visual characteristics
between children and adults. ChildSafe analyzes the
histograms of training samples and implements a binboundary-based classifier. We train and evaluate ChildSafe using a large dataset of visual samples collected
from 150 elementary school children and 43 adults, ranging in the ages of 7 and 50. Our results suggest that
ChildSafe successfully detects children with a proper
classification rate of up to 97%, a false negative rate of
as low as 1.82%, and a low false positive rate of 1.46%.
We envision this work as an effective sub-system for designing various child protection applications.

1. Walking towards
the camera

2. Walking away from
the camera

3. Walking to the right
of the camera

4. Walking to the left
of the camera

5. Looking towards
the camera

6. Freely moving in place

7. Freely moving while
sitting on a chair

8. Sitting up and down
from a chair

Figure 1. Eight different actions performed by each participant for our visual data collection phase.
Age Group

child

adult

Author Keywords
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Label
Child-1
Child-2
Child-3
Child-4
Child-5
Child-6
Adult-1
Adult-2
Adult-3
Adult-4
Adult-5

Age
7
8
9
10
11
12
13-19
20’s
30’s
40’s
50’s

# M
27
10
9
6
12
12
5
14
5
4
0

# F
13
17
22
9
7
7
6
6
2
0
1

# Total
39
27
31
15
19
19
11
20
7
4
1

Table 1. Distribution of the 193 subjects across age
groups and genders. M: Males, F: Females

ACM Classification Keywords

I.5.2 Computing methodologies: Design Methodology
characteristics of each person is unique, many studies in
the field of anthropology, human engineering, and kinesiology show that we can potentially find common characteristics among people in similar age groups [1, 8].

INTRODUCTION

The need to provide safe living environments, coupled
with the advancements in sensing technologies have introduced a diverse set of human identification and classification systems for various surveillance applications [3,
4, 12, 13, 14, 15]. Nevertheless, among such work, it is
surprising that there is only a limited number of systems
that target child safety applications, which represent one
of the weakest population sets [5, 11]. An essential feature that these systems require is the capability to detect
the presence of children in a target environment. By doing so, the application system will be able to issue alert
messages or change the envrionmental parameters to ensure a safe environment when children are present.

Using a Microsoft Kinect camera sensor, we start this
work by collecting joint position data from 193 people,
spanning a diverse set of age groups that can be classified
as children, i.e., elementary school students, and adults,
i.e., post-teenage to senior. These data samples are arranged so that we can easily extract various parameters
on the body joints and facial points. We propose the
ChildSafe classification system that is based on the histogram analysis of the training data that accurately classifies the observed human as a child or an adult. Evaluations using our data set show that with large enough
training data, ChildSafe can correctly classify children
with an accuracy of up to ∼97%. Performance comparisons against a system based on C-Support Vector Classifier Support Vector Machines (C-SVC SVMs) show that
ChildSafe achieves higher classification accuracy while
maintaining low classification errors of only 1.46% false
positives and 1.82% false negatives.

In this work, we try achieving this goal of effectively
classifying children using 3D depth cameras. By designing such a classification system, we aim at opening the
possibilities for developing novel applications that contribute to preserving the safety of children. While the
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DATA COLLECTION PROCESS

Our work starts with a data collection phase where we
use a Microsoft Kinect camera sensor to collect facial
and body joint information from a number of subjects.
Specifically, we collected time-stamped body and facial
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various actions, we address the fact that depth cameras
report slightly different measurements based on the body
posture. Furthermore, diversifying the training set, we
can design the system to be robust enough to tolerate
some level of noise and detect, in reality, the presence of
children with only a limited amount of “natural” actions.

Forehead horz.

P P

Figure 2. Body joint and facial metrics used in this study.

Avg(sn , p) =
data from 150 children and 43 adults, which include
recordings of eight different actions as shown in Figure 1.

L(t, sn , a, p)

a∈A t

|t| ∗ |A|

(3)

• Step 3: This step focuses on computing the ratio
of the body and facial metrics. For example, we compute the ratio of eye-to-eye distance to the vertical head
length, or the ratio of the lower arm to the length of the
leg. While doing this, we handle face and body data separately and do not compute the ratio of a facial metric
to a skeletal metric. The ratio of a body part’s length si ,
to another body part sj is computed using Equation 4.

In this work, as in many studies, we define children as
a human between the stages of birth and puberty [9].
Since detecting infants or kindergarten children is relatively simple (due to noticeable differences in height and
posture), we focus on the proper detection of elementary
school students. Therefore, we collect a children data set
of 150 elementary school students. The adult data set,
consisting of 43 samples, was collected from individuals
between the ages of 13 to 50 [9]. We show the distribution of participants in Table 1.

R(si , sj , p) =

CHARACTERIZING HUMAN JOINT INFORMATION

Avg(si , p)
, si ∈ CS , sj ∈ CS , si 6= sj (4)
Avg(sj , p)

Using the collected body and facial data, we built a
knowledge base, which consists of positions of the body
joints and face points. As mentioned, each subject,
p ∈ P , followed a predetermined script and executed
a sequence of actions, a ∈ A. We use a tuple notation
and refer to the position of a joint j ∈ J at time t by
D(t, j, a, p) = (x, y, z), while the position of a face point,
f ∈ F , is referred to as D(t, f, a, p) = (x, y, z). Furthermore, each subject p belongs to one of the age groups,
g ∈ G. Based on this knowledge base, we identify useful
features using the following steps.

We refer to these ratios as body features and facial features, and we use the term features to collectively refer to
both body and facial ratios. Following this step, we only
work on the ratio data and can discard the initial position data; therefore, we will relabel R(si , sj , p) as R(`, p)
such that ` represents a feature as the ratio of an arbitrary pair of facial or body lengths. The main reason
behind this design choice is that methods based on absolute measurements, e.g., height, are more vulnerable
to measurement errors compared to relative metrics.

• Step 1: The first step is to calculate the length of
each body part and face metric. For this purpose, we
define a body part, sn ∈ CS , as a chain of joints, i.e.,
sn = {jn1 , jn2 , . . . } and a face metric, fm ∈ CF , as a
pair of face points, i.e., fm = {fm1 , fm2 }. While all face
metrics are defined using two points, a body part chain
can be as long as six joints. The body parts and facial lengths we define are illustrated in Figure 2. The
length of each body part, L(t, sn , a, p) and facial length,
L(t, fm , a, p), is computed by adding the distance between directly connected joints and facial points:

ChildSafe is a bin-based classifier that uses 3D depth
cameras to detect the presence of children in a geographical region. We use bin-based classifiers ChildSafe since
they provide an empirical occurance-based classification
method, rather than “best fit”-based approachs that require the establishment of a learning model. When interacting with application systems, ChildSafe acts as a
core sub-system with the role of properly detecting the
presence of children to assist the application system in
making proper actuation decisions. Specifically, using
the extracted features, ChildSafe performs the following
steps to achieve robust classification.

L(t, sn , a, p) =

X

A BIN-BASED CLASSIFIER FOR IDENTIFYING CHILDREN

|D(t, jni , a, p) − D(t, jni+1 , a, p)| (1)

i<|sn |

L(t, fm , a, p) = |D(t, fm1 , a, p) − D(t, fm2 , a, p)| (2)
• Step 2: In this step, we compute the average value
for each body and facial metric separately for each individual across different actions (Eqn. 3). This process
essentially cleans the data while also reducing the computation complexity in the steps to follow. By including

• Bin Creation: ChildSafe starts by creating 25 bins
for each feature such that each sample R(`, p) from a feature can be mapped to a single bin, β(R(`, p)) → b, i.e.,
a discrete value within the closed range [0,24] according to Equation 5. We use 25 bins based on empirical
performance validation using our data set.

β(R(`, p)) = b
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R(`, p) − Vmin
c
(Vmax − Vmin )/25

(5)
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Body Features
arm / neck to feet
hand / body
lower arm / shoulder
lower arm / neck to feet
upper back / upper leg
neck to feet / head

Here, Vmax takes the maximum of R(`, ∀po ∈ P ) and
Vmin takes the minimum. Note that bin-boundaries are
global across age groups due to ∀po ∈ P in Equation 5;
therefore, computing the minimum and maximum values
without considering the age groups of individuals.

Table 2. List of features used in our experiments.

• Frequency Detection: We now utilize the bins created in the previous step to generate the notion of frequencies. Frequencies are tuples defined by a feature, an
age group, and a bin number b. Hence, a frequency tuple
F req(`, g, b) refers to the number of samples from an age
group falling into b, normalized to the total samples of
the age group (Eqn. 6); thus, represents the likeliness of
a feature in a given age group falling into that bin.

F req(`, g, b) =

|β(R(`, po ∈ g)) ∈ b|
|β(R(`, po ∈ g))|

data sets [7]. For implementing an SVM-based classifier, we use LibSVM [2] and configure the parameters as
default, unless specified. In detail, we use the C-Support
Vector Classification (C-SVC) SVM [2], which is suitable
for binary classification. When utilizing C-SVC SVM,
one of the most critical parameters affecting the performance is the cost value. When large, the SVM chooses
a smaller-margin hyperplane as long as it well-classifies
the training samples. On the other hand, a small cost
value leads to larger-margins despite some mis-classified
samples. Logically, the cost value also determines the
complexity of C-SVC SVM; thus, it is good to keep a
low cost value to minimize the complexity while maintaining it high enough to ensure accuracy. We empirically determine the cost value for our target data set to
107 . Furthermore, we note that by comparing the performance of linear, polynomial, and radial SVM kernels, we
observed a ∼10% higher accuracy when using the linear
SVM. Therefore, we utilize the linear SVM kernel.

(6)

• Weight Computation: Lastly, we compute the
weight of each age group for a specific bin and feature
as the ratio of the age-local frequency to the sum of frequencies across all age groups (Eqn. 7).
F req(`, g, b)
W (`, g, b) = P
F req(`, go , b)

Facial Features
nose vert / fhead vert
nose vert / eye eye
eye nose / nose hrz
eye ear / eye eye
head vert / eye nose
fhead hrz / eye nose

(7)

Using this, we now compare the performance of ChildSafe under different configurations (e.g., varying feature
sets and learning set sizes). All experiments were executed five times with randomly selected training sets,
and the rest were used for testing. The decision of using
ratios, results in an explosion in the possible features. To
this end, we generated all possible features by considering all pairs of lengths and eliminated those that looked
similar, or otherwise insignificant, across age groups. After eliminating these features, we calculated the information gain per feature and selected features providing the
highest information gain [6]. The resulting features used
for ChildSafe and C-SVC SVM are organized in Table 2.

go ∈G

These weights are used for mapping crisp features into
membership degrees of age groups by first computing the
b, for a sample, and then calculating the weight, i.e., the
certainty of membership, via Equation 7.
Classification Process Operations

From the three phases, ChildSafe is designed so that it
(1) takes as input the body and facial features of a human, (2) identifies the bins that each feature of the target falls into, and (3) makes an estimate on the age
group through the classification process. All features
from an individual are separately processed to obtain
per-feature membership degrees to an age group. Since
the minimum is the standard intersection operator in
fuzzy set theory [10, 16], per-feature estimations are aggregated by taking the minimum of all membership degrees for each age group.

Figure 3 reports our first experimental result, where
we present the accurate classification rate as the ratio of correctly classified persons over the total number of individuals. Notice that, the classification accuracy increases as the learning data set grows, since
more learning data will well-train the systems. Nevertheless, compared to the C-SVC SVM, ChildSafe shows
higher accuracy. Quantitatively, this is an improvement
of ∼37% in the most extreme case. We note that in comparisons with the K-Nearest Neighbors classifier, ChildSafe showed ∼43% higher performance. By analyzing
the mis-classified cases, we noticed that the SVM was
weak to the measurement noise embodied in the collected
data. ChildSafe, on the other hand, is more robust to
measurement noise since the bins smooth the data and
using frequencies reduces the contribution of outliers.

ChildSafe finally classifies the subject into the age group
with a stronger membership degree. Hence, given the
membership degrees to each age group, the subject is
classified as a child if µchild ≥ µadult , else, as an adult.
EVALUATION

Before evaluating ChildSafe we first start by constructing a fair and competitive comparison scheme. Specifically, we use a Support Vector Machine (SVM)-based
method, a widely used machine learning approach in
various applications. We chose SVMs given that recent studies show that the SVM outperforms other machine learning algorithms when classifying coordinate

While accurately classifying children is of utmost importance, high false detection rates cause faults at the larger
application. For this, we plot the false negative detec-
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ChildSafe - Face and Body
ChildSafe - Face
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SVM. This result provides evidence that ChildSafe can
be easily used as a sub-system component within an application for low-latency demanding applications.
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We now outline systematic issues that affect ChildSafe’s
performance and discuss how we overcome them.
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• Body orientation: Given that ChildSafe uses a 3D
depth camera, the angle and position of the camera can
affect the physical space skeletal joint orientation. To address this, we utilize the “ratios” of the body parts rather
than the measured length. Using simple calibration, we
can simplify the process of accounting for different camera angles when extracting the features for ChildSafe.
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• Variations in joint positions: Throughout this
work we utilize data collected from people performing
eight different actions. It is true that the accuracy of
the ChildSafe system can be affected by the quality of
the subject’s image. Nevertheless, since ChildSafe utilizes only the features’ ratios, even a single snapshot of
the target is enough to extract required joint positions.
Furthermore, considering a person’s walking speed, we
envision that the Kinect can gather multiple images of
the objects to select the best quality image.

(c) False Positive Rate
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(d) ROC Curve for ChildSafe
Figure 3. Detection accuracy, false negative and false positive rates for ChildSafe with different learning set sizes
compared to a SVM-based estimation.
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• Detecting multiple people: We currently evaluate ChildSafe under the assumption that a single person is present in the environment. Nevertheless, when
deployed practically, the system should process data for
multiple individuals. Based on our experiments, the processing overhead is not much of an issue, but rather face
hardware limitations since the current Kinect can detect
up to only two individuals’ skeleton data. Nevertheless,
the Kinect 2 detects as many as six people simultaneously. With further hardware improvements and dense
camera deployments, we envision that ChildSafe can be
easily applied to a variety of applications.
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Figure 4. Comparison of detection latency for the SVMbased child detection approach against ChildSafe.

DISCUSSIONS AND SUMMARY

tion rates, i.e., detecting a child’s data as an adult, and
the false positive detection rates, i.e., detecting an adult
as a child, in Figures 3(b) and 3(c), respectively. These
results indicate that ChildSafe, with a learning set size
≥20, successfully reduces detection errors compared to
the C-SVC SVM. Lastly, in Figure 3(d) we present the
ROC curve for ChildSafe, from which we can notice that,
with a learning sample size of 25, ChildSafe shows a reliable classification performance. Based on these results,
we conclude that ChildSafe minimizes the incorrect classification of children and also minimizes the number of
false alarms which can potentially affect the user experience of a child protection system.

This work presents our efforts to systematically detect
the presence of children in a target environment using
3D depth cameras. Specifically, we exploit a Microsoft
Kinect camera for collecting facial and body joint features from people of various age groups, and with this
data, we design a bin-based classification scheme for distinguishing children from adults, ChildSafe. The high
accuracy of ChildSafe, as our evaluations show, suggests
that it can be applied to larger application systems to
provide feedback on the presence of children in the target environment, to ensure users that children in a target
environment are safe.
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